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AVERSIONS. - researchcub.infoThe history ofconditioned food aversions is a bit like the history
of imprinting. When Lorenzrediscovered imprinting he used it as a stick with which to beat
thebehaviourists, claiming that imprinting was a unique form of learninginexplicable in terms
of classical or instrumental conditioning. In subsequent,more detailed research, many of the
supposedly unique properties of imprintingmore or less evaporated, so that, from the point of
view of learning theory,imprinting ceased to be an ‘enfant terrible’. On the other hand,
interest inimprinting has by no means diminished over the years because, while imprintingis
no longer seen as an especially interesting form of learning, it is seen asan especially
interesting phenomenon for a variety of other reasons. Somethingsimilar has happened with
conditioned food aversions. Poison-avoidance learningin rats was initially seen as a direct
and extremely serious challenge toestablished theories of conditioning: it presaged a
veritable revolution in theminds of learning theorists. Subsequently, however, conditioned
food aversionhas been found to have many of the properties of ‘normal’ classicalconditioning
and so, like imprinting, it has gradually been robbed of much ofits uniqueness as a form of
learning. It now appears in textbooks on learningalongside Pavlov’s dogs, eyelid conditioning
and the galvanic skin response asone of the established procedures for demonstrating
classical conditioning.This does not, however, mean that interest in conditioned food
aversions hasdiminished. Food-aversion learning, as this book amply demonstrates, has
becomea fast-rolling research bandwagon in its own right, and for a variety ofreasons. The
speed of the bandwagon can be judged from the fact that the bookcontains 28 tightly-packed
chapters plus a bibliography of conditioned foodaversions listing about 1400 references.
Even more impressive than this,however, is the diversity of the book’s contents. Very few of
the chaptersconsider food aversions specifically from the point of view of learning theory,that
is, from the point of view of hypothetical associative processes underlyingthe learned
aversion. Rather, they deal with topics such as the function offood-aversion learning as a
biological protection mechanism; aversion learningwithin the general con.text of how animals
learn about new foods; sensitiveperiods for the formation of learned aversions; conditioned
aversions as ameans of treating drug addictions, or as a way of assaying the toxicity of
newdrugs; the pharmacological and psychological effects of different toxins; andconditioned
food aversion as a means of pest control. In addition, a couple ofchapters step more or less
completely outside the realm of classicallyconditioned aversions in individual animals.
Instead, they consider whether ornot aversions can be socially transmitted, and how
research on learned foodaversions has focused attention on other ‘natural’ learning
situations. Thechapters are divided into five separate sections, each of which is prefaced
bya useful introduction to, and summary of, what is coming. Essentially, however,the book
consists of a collection of independent research reports. It describesthe state of the art,
rather then reviewing developments since 1966, the dateof Garcia’s classic paper. Like any
bandwagon, food-aversion learning hasattracted mediocre as well as worthwhile
participation. It is not surprising,therefore, that the component chapters of this book are
variable in quality.Some are both new and enlightening; some are old-hat; a few are thrown



togetherin a lackadaisical manner with no concern for either content or form. Fewethologists
would want to read the entire book, but anyone interested inlearning or in feeding behaviour
is likely to find stimulating ideas andnuggets of information amongst the contents. In
addition, the book as a wholeis instructive in that it conveys a strong overall impression
thatpsychologists are becoming increasingly drawn towards a functional (that is,biological)
approach to learning. And finally, the contents would constituteinvaluable source material for
an historian or philosopher of scienceinterested in bandwagonology, or for a linguist
specializing in the exponentialgrowth of scientific jargon. T. J. ROPER School of Biology,
University ofSussex, Brighton, BN1 9QG, U.K.
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